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Research 2: A theoretical framework for 

The near space in an expanded field of drawing: 
interdisciplinarity, hybridity and contact 

Gesa Helms 
24 October 2019 

 
My Level 3 work on the Creative Arts pathway comprises a series of processes and enquiries 
relating to drawing/contact. It is interested in modality, site and practice of an expanded field 
of drawing that sets out with the body as initial drawing tool. In so doing, it situates itself in a 
relational practice that begins with a situated, embodied self and as such follows feminist 
concerns, taking both contemporary writers and earlier performance artists as inspiration.  
Interested in contact implies a curiosity about the fabric that contributes to our articulations 
of corporeal selfhood (as author, subject and audience). At once immediate, sensorial, tactile 
it also asks wider questions concerning relationship and presence. These concerns around 
agency, voice, autonomy are at once informed by older materialisms (notably: a critical 
materialism of social praxis) and are curious about new materialisms and the constitution of 
the human body (also in its potential hybridity, one cyborg form or another).  

Summary of creative work 
Practically, I set out to pursue this programme in a series of investigations: 

a. drawing/performance enquiries which are mainly focused on the self; and 
b. drawing/performance enquiries which are small scale, intimate and perhaps simply 

1:1, either scripted and more formal or more spontaneous in nature. 
By focusing on different self/audience parameters I seek to investigate the forms of contact, 
presence/absence in the kinds of near spaces that are productive and produced in 
drawing/performance, and, as a second step, explore them in a series of adjacent media and 
forms, folding forward and onward (Bedford, Schneider, Lepecki, all 2012). 

c. I intent to attend to the recording and further circulation of these in the dissertation 
essay as well as possibly also a different form, perhaps as an audio-visual essay, a 
moving image collage or an artist publication. 

Initial investigations in BoW led to focus in on two particularly processes for Part 3 of the 
module:  

• What constitutes source material and subject matter for this project? 
(see the two blog posts from 28 July and 4 August on each) 

https://close-open.net/2019/08/04/tutorial-reflections-1-what-is-source-material/ 
https://close-open.net/2019/07/28/critical-reflection-modality-of-bow/ 

• How are medium and material shifts achieved in these drawing/contact performances 
and events? 

Following the investigation of what was source material I attended to my lens-based records 
and begun to read them as source material also, exploring them for a few short presentations 
along the ideas of contact/ moving-with and agency (human/non-human).  
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A series which begun half-articulated in June concerning the wild verges along a path and 
lochside location became articulated in a MF camera series to explore proximity, nearness 
and camera/viewer position in this context. 
There are, roughly, two substantive themes in here: 

• moving-with: edges, agency and transgressions 
https://close-open.net/2019/07/30/sketchbook-thisconnection-as-bridge/ 

https://close-open.net/2019/07/29/site-the-bridge-of-ag-achilleios/ 
https://close-open.net/2019/08/02/sketchbook-2-12-ko-loop-edit/ 

• verge/weed (and a variety of investigations) 
https://close-open.net/2019/08/25/i-catch-late-and-early-sun-on-a-couple-of-rolls-each/ 

One theme that did emerge rather strongly (and which I actively pursued further through my 
involvement with the Art/Environment group) is that of the environmental within it, the non-
human, the relationships within/across. 
In all this, there was still a sense of failure, or rather: a curiosity why the idea of intimacy and 
performance remained so difficult; and why in turn the subject matter seemed fleeting, small 
and inconsequential. 

https://close-open.net/2019/10/19/absence-in-drawing-contact/ 
The idea of nearness and proximity came also into focus in three further ways (which 
developed chronologically in this sequence): 

a. Herz/stein 
The thin-papered book formats which developed out of two interests. Firstly, the visual 
see-through of my sketchbooks, the idea that material, notes in proximity to each 
other bleed and shine through. And, secondly, the hesitancy to make explicit some of 
the more intimate observations and events and to be curious if they can be narrated as 
flicker book (if not graphic novel) to make them present without explicating too much. 

b. peripheral vision in close-up 
So much of traditional visual art is premised on the illusion of space that it creates. 
Here, crucially, distance is a key function: if we move too close to an object, the 
conventions of perspective expose themselves as the artificial thinking device that 
they are and we discover our eyes ’seeing’ in rather different ways. I wanted to explore 
this by stepping in and close and trying to trace thereby myself amongst it (the 
distance denotes by the curves my peripheral vision produces). 

c. stepping into the verge: touching 
Eventually, I devised a series of small, solo, then 1:1 moving-with performances to 
record. Over a few days I stepped into the verge, walked towards and reached out to a 
single apple, then had my dad observe me doing the latter and us to pick some apples 
further out of reach still and lastly, a plan to walk across recently fallen walnuts turned 
the stepping out/ across into a horizontal reach of each of us dislodging walnuts. 

https://close-open.net/2019/10/19/d-c-event-walnut-gravity-support/ 
While not analysed and written up yet other than for the purpose of a first inventory to update 
for this assignment submission, the questions around my theme have been tested to a 
considerable extent and are to be developed further beyond the next BoW assignment. This 
material will then in turn provide the research material and data for Res 3. 
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Justification of theory, methodology, and format 
Following on from the short thematic summary in this submission’s opening, this section 
outlines reason and argument for theory and methodology as well as the form for the 
dissertation that follows the former. 

Theory and methodology 

Exploring contact and relationality in small, intimate, near, spaces positions this project 
foremost within contemporary and near-contemporary feminist concerns: over a body politic, 
the personal, care and relationality. The means in which these have been investigated in 
performance and video work of the 1960s onwards also investigate the materialities of such 
lived experiences and thus more recently lead towards concerns of a new materialism, post-
humanism. In this, I am intent to keep the focus on bodily practices and gestures as starting 
point, and thus to maintain an interest in the signals and processes that constitute 
phenomenology (references: many, one that usefully articulates past and contemporary 
practices around relational aesthetics is Reckitt 2013).  
At the same time, the subject matter is concerned with moving and shifting: of the unfolding 
of an event, a gesture, a relationship: what chain of actions take place to co-create drawing, 
contact and thus space in these small-scale encounters? It is possibly here that some of the 
contemporary theoretical articulations, originating with Deleuze/Guattari and being further 
articulated by Rosi Braidotti’s (2011) nomadism and others that concern the transversal, the 
translation. While not within the scope of this undergraduate dissertation, I nonetheless hope 
that this focus can point towards a form of practice which speaks to some of Friedrich 
Kittler’s (1999) media historical arguments concerning the shifts of possibilities and closure 
with each new media technology precipitated our understanding of not only ‘writing’ or 
‘drawing’ or the ‘the visual’ but also constituted ourselves as subjects, bodily and haptically. 
Practically, this enquiry thus follows a series of movements and shifts across forms, sites and 
encounters (analogue and digitally) and seeks to examine closely the material processes at 
play in these movements. 
An important aspect, already discernible in this and the earlier document for the module, 
concerns a question over there being a practical way (and a methodological/theoretical 
interest) in dealing with questions over divergence, excess and a porous and open practice (I 
have currently the sense that this relates also to the issues of smallness, fleetingness and 
absence, above). The form of a glossary (see below) explores a way of investigating this for 
the Research module (BoW has other forms and processes to pursue this concern, such as 
inventories in different forms, redundancy and iteration). 
The methodology is primarily articulated and explored through the BoW: the concepts of near 
space and moving-with in a series of artistic propositions around drawing/contact. Here, A2 
and A3 of BoW have so far been a considerable research laboratory to explore what these 
concepts can be within an expanded field of drawing. There is data collection as to the 
experiments and processes to test and explore to understand my concepts and what they 
do. – I intend to submit BoW 3 during November before investigating the material more fully 
for Research 3. 

Format of dissertation 

I seek to represent (and present) the above in a dissertation that sits between three of the 
identified forms: creative writing, auto-ethnographic and traditional. 
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This choice follows from both subject matter and theory/methodology to find a form that 
allows to mirror concerns over fragmentation, relationality, transversalism/nomadism; of the 
body/ the sensorial as significant means for sense-making; and thus to employ theory/auto-
fiction as element. 
The format of the essay will be a narrative framework which takes the text as an artistic 
proposition itself (as one means of enquiry), and in doing so possesses characteristics of a 
creative writing proposition. It does so within a context of auto-/self-writing (which is 
somewhat covered in the coursebook as reflective practice) as much as theory fiction (i.e., 
also touching on elements of what the coursebook calls traditional/research essay). 

Literature and Resources review 
The key literature section is not substantively changed from the research proposal of A1, I 
have added a couple of references and included a section on the glossary as well as pointing 
towards the text for the conference proceedings on Walking Arts as how I intend to write the 
dissertation. 

Key Literature 

Taking interdisciplinarity as contemporary form and impetus in an expanded field of drawing 
(Jonas 2004, Sawdon & Marshall eds 2015, Palmer 2015) as backdrop, the literature and 
resources relevant for this dissertation address a number of strands. 
Notably: to take in a series of contemporary writers who write within and across relational 
human/ non-human narratives in which theory, documentary and fiction mingle (Julianna 
Spahr, Bhanu Kapil and Chris Kraus). In relation to artists who work visually, the list includes 
Gordon Matta-Clark, Noemie Goudal and Sophie Calle. While Kapil, Calle and Kraus, notably, 
centre on intimacy and body space, Matta-Clark and Goudal seem to step back and enquire 
into the construction of space and matter itself. Goudal’s installations (more so than Matta-
Clark’s architectural events) meet us as audience in the reception of the photograph, less so 
the installation itself.  
It is in Goudal’s work (as well as Calle’s) that the problem of site, event, audience is most 
directly posed in relation to performative practices: what constitutes the artwork, in what 
form did it exist and what remains. It is through these questions that I turned to the edited 
collection of Jones & Heathfield (2012) on the meeting of performance art and history of art to 
investigate the nature of the live artwork, its reception and circulation. This book currently 
proves central in articulating my interest in interdisciplinarity or hybridity as it investigates the 
multiplicity in which the art existed, currently exists and may exist again: from script to event 
to photograph to review to re-doing (and so on). This writing meets that of Hilevaara & Orley’s 
(2018) edited collection who explore writing practices explicitly as artistic practices and 
situate these within contemporary explorations of rhizomatic practice and new materialisms 
(and in doing so also transgress disciplinary boundaries and practices in ways that may be 
fruitful for my own investigation). 
The geographical concept that I currently utilise as WIP is that of ‘near space’, it draws on 
Henri Lefebvre’s spatial praxis, Sarah Ahmed’s (2006) work on orientation and queer 
phenomenology, and also takes some inspiration from the collection Site Matters by Burns & 
Kahn (2005) which investigates the extent and reach of site. There exists a much wider body 
of work (around relational geographies, body space etc.) but I don’t want to draw this in just 
yet, one that may act as a stand in is Helen Wilson’s (2017) article of encounter as concept to 
understand bodies, borders and difference. Through the work by Stephanie Springgay and 
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Sarah Truman (2017), as WalkingLab, on moving-with, the geographical focus is joined with 
new materialism and a non-human relationality.  

Glossary 

Following the previous tutorial I begun to explore the idea of a glossary as writing form for 
parts of this dissertation. For this, I first turned to Raymond Williams’ Keywords, then Laure 
Prouvost’s Legsicon, and also examined Wu Tsang’s catalogue for a recent exhibition at 
Gropiusbau, Berlin.  
Williams is the oldest and the only purely academic form of a glossary. Prouvost and Tsang in 
turn present contemporary artistic propositions (the former with an extensive commissioning 
of guest essays and new drawings; the latter a shorter, more tightly composed text work). 
Both of the latter have in common the form in which a text is composed of fragments and 
much more loosely held than traditional forms of writing. Here, also, Hypatia Vourloumis’s 
(2015) Ten theses on touch provide a similar form of writing and articulation. 
I have started to collect entries for my glossary (and various notes exist for aspects of these, 
which I haven’t included here). 
 
 
 
moving-with 
drawing/contact 
near space 
 
site 
event 
 
 
 
 

absence 
failure 
insignificance 
smallness of things 
secret/ hidden 
 
Herz/stein 
edge 
verge 
weed 
bridge 

 
 
proposition (not definition) 
mediation 
instruction 
template/ photocopy 
depth of field 

Moving-with 

My proposal for form of the dissertation to a large extent rests on my current writing practice 
and interests. I am including in my submission a recent short entry for a conference 
proceeding in which I explore one of my artistic works, the video work the line, by means of a 
set of narratives and a theoretical and methodological investigation. I initially thought to 
include an entry of moving-with for the glossary from the work but instead will point to the 
entire text. 
The submitted manuscript is available at: 

https://resbowgh.files.wordpress.com/2019/10/gesa-helms-moving-with-a-
line_080619_final_image-placement.pdf 
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